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BlueCrest where message meets momentum.
BlueCrest, formerly the Document Messaging Technologies division of Pitney Bowes,
is now a new, independent company built on a long tradition of global leadership in
enterprise print, mail, and customer communications solutions. We’re breaking out to
become more nimble and responsive, to bring you not only the expertise and services
you’ve known us for, but also new capabilities and customized solutions fueled by
innovation, a commitment to security, and a passion for efficiency.
For shippers, couriers, and postal operations of all sizes, Automated Parcel Sorting
Solutions from BlueCrest are customized and ultra-flexible systems ideal for coping with
the rising tide of ecommerce parcels. BlueCrest offers an extensive range of integrated
diversion systems that will fit your space, application and budget. Our sortation solutions
flexible design enables clients to modify and expand the solutions to meet changing
business needs.
For mid-to-high volume production mailers, BlueCrest offers industry-leading inserting
and sorting solutions along with innovative digital inkjet printing and finishing systems
that deliver high value client communications. Add to that the power of BlueCrest
software and digital solutions and businesses now have access to valuable data that
helps optimize productivity, operational efficiency and compliance.
Continued investment in our technologies has led to an increased portfolio of sortation
solutions that bring the best in innovation. These parcel solutions include:
} TrueSort® is an ultra-flexible high-speed parcel sorting solution.
} OneSort® Plus is a data capture solution for large pallet-sized dimensions and weight.
} OneSort® Pro instantly weighs and dimensions any shape with certified accuracy.
} EZ-Flats™ and EZ-Flats™ Pro sorting systems leverage USPS discounts for low cost of entry.
} SortEngine® 360 global sortation software platform that enables postal operations with
the intelligence and flexibility needed to perform.
BlueCrest Inc. is a global technology provider of innovative, secure and agile solutions
that efficiently and accurately deliver high value client communications and parcels.

